
StorPool is Accelerating the World
by Storing Data more Productively
We help Companies Get their Data in Order
and Grow Their Business

Managed Services Providers

Cloud Services Providers

Hosting Services Providers

Enterprises

SaaS Vendors



Next-Generation Storage for Mission-Critical Workloads
We build and deliver StorPool Storage - an innovative data storage and management platform for large-scale cloud 
infrastructure. It converts sets of standard servers into primary or secondary storage systems. It is the ideal solution 
for companies that aim to optimise and grow their business, eliminate data storage issues, or secure fast and reliable 
access to data to achieve their business goals.

Build Reliable, Agile, Speedy, and Cost-Effective Clouds
StorPool storage systems are ideal for storing and managing the data of primary workloads - databases, web servers, 
virtual desktops, real-time analytics solutions, and other mission-critical sostware. StorPool enables our partners and 
customers to deploy and grow reliable, agile, speedy, and cost-effective clouds that accelerate their services and 
delight their users. We deliver StorPool with a hosted monitoring suite that collects hundreds of metrics per second 
to provide deep insights into their data’s performance and availability.

Reliable:  an enterprise-grade 
solution that brings their cloud’s 
reliability to a whole new level, so 
they never have to worry about 
service quality again. 

Agile: they leverage multiple 
storage tiers to deliver services 
that meet the needs of all their 
use cases while scaling from 
single-app systems to 
multi-data-centre deployments.

Multi-Hypervisor Support: by 
connecting a single StorPool storage 
system to all their cloud platforms, 
our partners streamline their entire IT 
operations.

Utterly Hands-off: our storage 
experts ensure that end-users 
experience fast and reliable 
services so our partners’ teams 
have time for the projects that aim 
to grow their business.

Speedy: as the fastest feature-rich 
storage platform on the market, 
StorPool accelerates our partners’ 
applications several times and 
enables them to expand faster.

The Fastest and Most Efficient Storage Sostware on the Market
Under the hood, StorPool provides standard block device interfaces to virtualised, containerised, or bare-metal 
workloads. The specific benefits partners and customers get from StorPool Storage are numerous and based on their 
use cases and their cloud’s scale. However, all these benefits derive from five core StorPool capabilities.



The Only Data Storage Partner You Need 
We are data storage experts, so our partners and customers don’t have to 
be. Our product helps businesses that host a lot of mission-critical data in 
their data centres. By working with StorPool, they grow with the peace of 
mind that their cloud's foundation is running optimally.

Reliable Business Partner
At StorPool, we are working hard to engineer better ways to store and 
manage data. We aim to solve real-world problems for our partners and 
customers instead of subscribing to the hype culture that’s taking over the 
world. As a result, we deliver robust storage products, with a strong entity 
behind these products. Thanks to our approach: 

• StorPool is consistently profitable for the last five years.
• We are achieving growth rates of 100% to 300% per year.
• Our solution earns the respect and satisfaction of our partners every 
single day.

Driving Humanity Forward

What our Partners Say about StorPool

Dan Mårtensson
Dustin, Infra & Cloud PM

Our partners manage critical data for organisations like the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the European Space Agency 
(ESA), Deutsche Boerse, NASDAQ, the European Organization for Nuclear 
Research (CERN), and many other organisations that are driving humanity 
forward. Thanks to their decision to use StorPool Storage as the foundation 
for their clouds, people move faster, live safer, and have better lives.

We are very pleased with the 
engagement with StorPool and 
their ability to meet our special 
needs. In addition to the unique 
data storage solution, they provide 
us with first-class support, with 
which we are very happy!

The StorPool product is perfect from both a technical and performance point of view. 
Second - and for us equally important - is the way StorPool help us to build the most 
advanced hosting platform and their fast and committed support in case of an issue.

Ed Butler
Amito, CEO

We have a core company value of 
aiming for excellence. We couldn’t 
put our hands on our hearts and 
say we were aiming for excellence 
whilst using our previous storage 
solution. It was time for a change!

Hink Wiersema
Atos, PM & Architect

Petabytes of Flash Storage
Primary Workload Experts

20+

Years in Business
Proven Track Record

10

Countries on 4 Continents
Global Sostware Company

30+



Accelerating Human Activity Globally
with Faster Storage

The Partners who Trust Us

+1 415 670 9320

+44 (0) 20 7097 8536

info@storpool.com

Get in Touch

www.storpool.com


